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Abstract. With the explosive growth of the Web of Data in terms of size
and complexity, identifying suitable datasets to be linked, has become
a challenging problem for data publishers. To understand the nature of
the content of speciﬁc datasets, we adopt the notion of dataset proﬁles,
where datasets are characterized through a set of topic annotations. In
this paper, we adopt a collaborative ﬁltering-like recommendation approach, which exploits both existing dataset proﬁles, as well as traditional
dataset connectivity measures, in order to link arbitrary, non-proﬁled
datasets into a global dataset-topic-graph. Our experiments, applied to
all available Linked Datasets in the Linked Open Data (LOD) cloud,
show an average recall of up to 81 %, which translates to an average
reduction of the size of the original candidate dataset search space to
up to 86 %. An additional contribution of this work is the provision of
benchmarks for dataset interlinking recommendation systems.

1

Introduction

The web of data, in particular Linked Open Data (LOD) [1], is growing constantly both in terms of size and impact. This growth introduces a wide variety
and heterogeneity of datasets with respect to represented resource types, currentness, coverage of topics and domains, size, used languages, coherence, accessibility [2] or general quality aspects [3]. The wide variety and heterogeneity of
these dataset characteristics pose signiﬁcant challenges for data consumers when
attempting to ﬁnd useful datasets without prior knowledge of available datasets.
Dataset registries such as Datahub1 or DataCite2 aim at addressing this issue,
for instance, by enabling users and data providers to annotate their datasets
with some basic metadata, for instance, descriptive tags and access details. However, due to the reliance on human annotators, such metadata are often sparse
and outdated [4]. This has contributed to the fact that, the majority of data
consumption, linking and reuse focuses on established datasets and knowledge
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graphs such as DBpedia [5] or YAGO [6], while a long tail of datasets has hardly
been reused and adopted.
For these reasons, dataset recommendation is becoming an increasingly
important task to support challenges such as entity interlinking [7], entity
retrieval or semantic search [8]. In line with [9], dataset recommendation is the
problem of computing a rank score for each of a set of datasets D so that the
rank score indicates the relatedness of a dataset from D to a given dataset, D0 .
In turn, this allows to determine the likelihood of datasets in D to contain linking
candidates for D0 .
While our approach is agnostic to the underlying data sharing principles,
entity and data interlinking are of particular concern when considering Linked
Open Data [1], not least because its essential principles and reliance on IRIs
for identifying any term or entity facilitates Web-scale linking of data. Here,
the current topology of the LOD cloud underlines the need for practical and
eﬃcient means to recommend suitable datasets, as only very few, well established
knowledge graphs show a high amount of inlinks with DBpedia being the most
obvious target, while a large amount of datasets is largely ignored, often due to
a lack of understanding of their content and characteristics and consequently,
the challenge to identify suitable linking candidates.
For the dataset recommendation problem, one has to consider both schemalevel features, to take into account the overlap and complementarity of the actual
schemas, as well as instance-level features, to consider the overlap and complementarity of described entities. Given the scale of available datasets, exhaustive
comparisons of schemas and instances or some of their features are not feasible
as an online process. Descriptive and reliable metadata, i.e. an index is required,
which allows the eﬃcient computation of suitable recommendations.
Some approaches exist, which obtain such an index through topic modeling approaches. For instance, [4] generates a weighted bipartite graph, where
datasets and topics represent the nodes, related through weighted edges, indicating the relevance of a topic for a speciﬁc dataset.
However, while computation of such topic proﬁles is costly, it is usually applied
to a subset of existing datasets only, where any new or so far unannotated datasets
require the pre-computation of a dedicated topic proﬁle.
In our work, we provide a recommendation method which not only takes into
account the direct relatedness of datasets as emerging from the topic-datasetgraph produced through the proﬁling in [4], but instead, we adopt established collaborative ﬁltering practices by considering the topic relationships emerging from
the global topic-dataset-graph to derive speciﬁc dataset recommendations. We
exploit dataset connectivity measures to relate non-proﬁled datasets to datasets
in the dataset-topic-graph, enabling us to consider arbitrary datasets as part of
our recommendations. This approach on the one hand signiﬁcantly increases the
recall of our recommendations, but at the same time improves recommendations
through considering dataset connectivity as another relatedness indicator. The
intuition is that this leads to more robust and less error-prone recommendations,
since the consideration of global topic connectivity provides reliable connectivity
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indicators even in cases where the underlying topic proﬁles might be noisy. Our
assumption is that even poor or incorrect topic annotations will serve as reliable
relatedness indicator when shared among datasets.
While we adopt the topic proﬁle graph in [4] for our experiments, we would
like to emphasize that our approach is agnostic to the underlying topic index.
Topic proﬁles which are obtained by annotating samples of instances as in the
chosen method, are shown to reﬂect both, instance-level as well as schemalevel characteristics of a speciﬁc dataset. Even though topics are derived from
instances, resources of particular types show characteristic topic distributions,
which signiﬁcantly diﬀer across diﬀerent types [10].
In our experiments, we apply our approach to the LOD cloud as one scenario and use case, where dataset recommendation is of particular relevance.
Our experiments show superior performance compared to three simple baselines,
namely based on shared key-words, shared topics, and shared common links. In
a series of experiments, we demonstrate the performance of our technique compared to the current version of the LOD as an evaluation data, achieving a
reduction of the original (LOD) search space of up to 86 % on average.
We proceed to present the theoretical grounds of our technique in Sect. 2,
which contains two of the contributions of the paper – an eﬃcient approach of
propagating dataset proﬁles over the LOD cloud by starting oﬀ with a small set
of proﬁled datasets and a dataset recommendation technique based on topicproﬁles. Section 3 deﬁnes the evaluation framework that has been established
and reports on our experimental results, providing a comparison to a set of
baseline recommendation approaches, made available, as a third contribution of
this work, to the community as a benchmark. Related approaches are presented
and discussed in Sect. 4 before we conclude in Sect. 5.

2

Dataset Recommendation Framework

The current section introduces a novel approach to dataset recommendation
based on dataset proﬁles with an aimed application in the entity interlinking
process. In the current setting, the datasets proﬁles are generated by a topic modeling paradigm, which is brieﬂy introduced in the following subsection together
with some notation and basic deﬁnitions. A computationally eﬃcient approach
of propagating existing proﬁles towards new arbitrary datasets is presented in
Subsect. 2.2. Our recommendation technique is given in detail in Subsect. 2.3.
Figure 2 provides an overview of the main steps of the approach that will be
discussed in the sequel.
2.1

Preliminaries

We start by introducing notation and deﬁnitions. Let T1 , . . . , TN be a number
of topics from a set of topics T and let D = {D1 , . . . , DM } be a set of datasets.
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Dataset Topic Profile. Topic modeling algorithms such as Latent Dirichlet
allocation [11] are used to discover a set of topics from a large collection of
documents, where a topic is a distribution over terms that is biased around those
associated under a single theme. Topic modeling approaches have been applied
to tasks such as corpus exploration, document classiﬁcation, and information
retrieval. Here, we will look into a novel application of this group of approaches,
exploiting the topic structure in order to deﬁne and construct dataset proﬁles
for dataset recommendation.
As a result of the topic modeling process, a bipartite—proﬁle—graph is built,
providing a relation between a document and a topic. Documents in our setting
are the datasets to be considered, therefore the proﬁle graph is induced by the
relation between a dataset, Di , and a topic, Tk , expressed by a weight, wik ∈
[0, 1], for all i = 1, . . . , M and k = 1, . . . , N . Formally, a proﬁle graph is deﬁned
as follows.
Definition 1 (Dataset Topic Profile Graph). A dataset topic proﬁle graph
is a weighted directed bipartite graph P = (S, E, Δ), where S = D ∪ T , E is a set
of edges of the form eik = (Di , Tk ) such that Di ∈ D and Tk ∈ T and
Δ : E → [0, 1]
eik → wik
is a function assigning weights to the edges in E.
The bipartite property of P allows to represent a given dataset by a set
of topics—its proﬁle. For the purposes of this study, it is worth noting that,
inversely, a topic can be represented by a set of weighted datasets—what we
will call the signature of a topic (see Fig. 1). We will denote by Proﬁle(Di ) the
function returning the topic proﬁle of Di , i.e., the set of topics together with
their weights with respect to Di . Inversely, we will denote by DTk the set of
datasets together with their weights with respect to a topic Tk , derived again
from the graph P.

Fig. 1. (a) An example of a bipartite proﬁle graph with topics and datasets linked by
weighted edges. (b) Representing a dataset, Di , as a set of topics. (c) Representing a
topic, Tk , as a set of datasets.
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Datasets Connectivity. The connectivity behavior of datasets is a central concept within the proposed recommendation framework. We consider the following
deﬁnition of a measure of the strength of dataset connectedness.
Definition 2 (Dataset Inter-connectivity Measure). Let Di , Dj ∈ D be
two datasets. We deﬁne a measure of their common degree of connectivity as
follows.
shared(Di , Dj ) × [total(Di ) + total(Dj )]
(1)
C(Di , Dj ) =
2 × total(Di ) × total(Dj )
where shared(., .) returns the number of links between two datasets and total(Di )
returns the total number of links between Di and any other dataset in D.
Note that (1) is the symmetric version of the measure of connectivity of Di
to Dj given by
shared(Di , Dj )
.
C  (Di , Dj ) =
total(Di )
Explicitly, (1) is obtained by taking the mean
C  (Di , Dj ) + C  (Dj , Di )
= C(Di , Dj ).
2
The measure C is in the interval [0, 1] and has the advantage of considering the
relative connectivity between datasets instead of simply looking at the number
of links. In our experimental setting, shared(Di , Dj ) is taken as the sum of the
links between two datasets in both directions: Di → Dj and Dj → Di , resulting
in the number of incoming and outgoing links between the datasets. A speciﬁc
version of the measure C can be deﬁned by taking only certain types of links
(or predicates) in consideration (in our application scenario, we have considered
LOD datasets, therefore an example of a speciﬁc predicate can be owl:sameAs).
In a more general manner, it is possible to use any dataset connectivity measure of our choice. The measure given above is one that worked well in our
experiments (see Sect. 3). In addition, one can deﬁne in a broader sense a measure of dataset relatedness incorporating semantic elements such as vocabulary
and keywords overlap. Dataset complementarity can be of interest in certain scenarios, as well. However, in the current study we have focused on connectivity
only, leaving the other possibilities out for future work.
2.2

The Preprocessing/Learning Step

In many cases the number of indexed elements (e.g., datasets in our case) is
much lower than the entire number of elements of interest. In that respect, it
is interesting to consider a procedure that allows inexpensively to include novel
elements in the index. As a preprocessing step of our recommendation workﬂow,
we adopt a learning approach that consists of assigning topics to datasets by
linking them into the dataset-topic-graph after computing their connectivity
with already indexed (proﬁled) datasets. This step is useful in order to include
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in the recommendation pipeline datasets that have not been initially indexed, in
an inexpensive manner, keeping in mind that the indexing process can be often
quite costly and time-consuming.
Let P be a topic proﬁle graph and let Dj ∈ D be a random dataset, which
is not necessarily included in the original topic proﬁle graph P. We assign topic
weights to Dj considering its degree of connectivity with respect to datasets from
the topic proﬁle graph by using the following measure of relatedness between
linked datasets and topics (see Fig. 2, steps 1 and 2).
Definition 3 (Connectivity-Based Dataset and Topic Relatedness
Measure). Let Dj ∈ D and Tk ∈ T . We deﬁne the following dataset and topic
relatedness measure.
σ(Dj , Tk ) = max C(Di , Dj ) ∗ wik .
Di ∈D

(2)

Recall that wik is the weight of the topic Tk with respect to Di as given in
Deﬁnition 1, taking a zero value in case Tk is not in Proﬁle(Di ). C(Di , Dj ) is
the connectivity measure between two datasets, as deﬁned in (1). The dataset
and topic relatedness measure σ is a way to measure the datasets connectivity
behavior using their proﬁles. We will use the notation σjk = σ(Dj , Tk ) as a
shortcut. Note that σ is in the [0, 1] interval.
This new weighting scheme allows to propagate inexpensively the proﬁle of
Di to datasets that are connected to it. Hence, a new graph is created between
target datasets and source datasets topics. Precisely, a topic Tk ∈ Proﬁle(Di ) will
be assigned to a dataset Dj that has a non-zero value of C(Di , Dj ). The weight
of this novel topic-dataset relation is now based on the connectivity order of Dj
with respect to Di , scaled by the weight wik of Tk with respect to Di . In that
sense, wik plays a penalization role: the novel weight σjk of Tk with respect to
Dj is penalized by the weight of Tk in the original topic graph, i.e., datasets with
high degree of connectivity to Di will get relatively low weights with respect to a
topic, if that topic has a relatively low weight with respect to Di . We consider the
maximum value over all datasets in D, the set of the originally proﬁled datasets.
In this way, we avoid ambiguity when a non-indexed dataset Dj is connected to
a single topic Tk via multiple already indexed datasets, assuring that the highest
value of relation between Tk and Dj is preserved. Thus, the choice of a topic to
be assigned to a dataset is not inﬂuenced, only its weight is, and no connectivity
information is lost.
The topic-dataset relatedness measure (3) allows to construct a novel proﬁle
graph by computing σjk for all possible values of j and k (j = 1, . . . , M and
k = 1, . . . , N ). The novel graph, that we call the Linked Dataset Topic Proﬁle
Graph (LDPG), includes new datasets and the original topics as its nodes and
is deﬁned as follows (see Fig. 2, step 2).
Definition 4 (Linked Dataset Topic Profiles Graph (LDPG)). The
LDPG is a weighted directed bipartite graph Pl = (Sl , El , Δl ), where Sl = D ∪ T ,
El is a set of edges of the form ejk = (Dj , Tk ) such that Dj ∈ D and Tk ∈ T and
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Fig. 2. The four main steps of the proﬁle-based dataset recommendation framework.

Δl : El → [0, 1]
ejk → σjk
is a function assigning weights to the edges in El .
As this was the case within the original proﬁling scheme, the inherently
bipartite nature of the graph Pl allows for a two-fold interpretation — either a
dataset is modeled as a set of topics (a dataset’s proﬁle), or, inversely, a topic
is modeled as a set of datasets assigned to it (a topic’s signature). Therefore, it
is easy to deﬁne a set of significant datasets with respect to a given topic, by
thresholding on their weights in the Linked proﬁles graph with respect to the
topic of interest. Note again that for the purposes of the recommendation task,
we will be interested in keeping the weights of every dataset in the resulting
topic representations and thus model every topic by a set of (dataset, weight)
couples.
Definition 5 (Dataset Significance for a Topic. Topic Signature).
A dataset Dj ∈ D is significant with respect to a topic Tk ∈ T if its weight in
the LDPG σjk = σ(Dj , Tk ) is greater than a given value θ ∈ (0, 1).
A topic Tk is modeled by the set of its signiﬁcant datasets together with their
respective weights, given as
DT∗ k = {(Dj , σjk )|σjk > θ}j=1,...,M ,

(3)
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for k = 1, . . . , N. We will call DT∗ k the signature of the topic Tk .
With this deﬁnition, the proﬁle of a given dataset, Proﬁle(Di ), is modeled as
a number of sets of signiﬁcant datasets – one per topic in Proﬁle(Di ) coupled
with their weights with respect to each topic (see Fig. 2, step 3), or otherwise –
a set topic signatures.
For sake of generality, we draw the readers attention to the fact that the
learning approach resulting in index extension applies to any dataset proﬁle
deﬁnition that one might like to consider and not exclusively to the one based
on the topic modeling paradigm.
2.3

Profile-Based Dataset Ranking

Let D0 be a new dataset to be linked. The aim of the recommendation task
is to provide the user with an ordered list of datasets, potential candidates for
interlinking with D0 , which narrows down considerably the original search space
i.e., the web of data. Thus the dataset recommendation can be seen as the
problem of computing a rank score for each Dj ∈ D that indicates the likelihood
of Dj to be relevant to a dataset D0 . In the context of using topic-based dataset
proﬁles for linking recommendation, we restate the problem in the following
manner.
For a given non-linked dataset D0 , proﬁle-based dataset recommendation
is the problem of computing a rank score r0j for each Dj ∈ D based on
topic overlap between Dj and D0 , so that r0j indicates the relevance of Dj
to D0 for the entity linking task.
We start by generating the topic proﬁle of D0 , Proﬁle(D0 ) = {(T1 , w01 ), . . . ,
(Tm , w0m )}. Then, we extract from the result of the learning step the set of target
datasets for each topic in Proﬁle(D0 ) together with their corresponding relevance
values σ, namely the set of m topic signatures {DT∗ k }m
k=1 . These datasets constitute the pool, from which we will recommend interlinking candidates to D0 .
m

We will use n to denote their number, that is n =
|DT∗ j |, or the sum of the
j=1

numbers of datasets in each topic signature. The aim is to serve the user with
the most highly ranked datasets from that pool. There are two ranking criteria
to consider: the weight w of each topic in Proﬁle(D0 ) and the weight σ of each
dataset in each of the topic signatures in {DT∗ k }m
k=1 (step 4 in Fig. 2). Since the
ranking score in our setting depends on topic overlap, we deﬁne the interlinking
relevance of a dataset Dj with respect to D0 in the following manner.
Definition 6 (Dataset Interlinking Relevance). For all j = 1, . . . , n, the
relevance of a dataset Dj ∈ D to a dataset D0 via the topic Tk is given by
rj0 = w0k ∗ σjk ,
with k = 1, . . . , m.

(4)
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Note that j covers the total number of datasets in the set of m topic signatures, therefore the relevance value depends on j only (i.e., a single relevance
value per dataset from the pool of candidates). Similarly to the deﬁnition of σ
in Deﬁnition 6, w has a penalization function, decreasing the ranks of datasets
that have high values of their σ weights, but are found in topic signatures of a
low relevance to D0 (expressed by a low value of w).
It is easy to deﬁne a mapping f : R → N from a space of interlinking relevance
values R to the natural numbers such that f (rj01 ) > f (rj02 ) ⇐⇒ rj01 ≤ rj02 , for
any j1 , j2 ∈ [1, n] and 1 = maxj f (rj0 ). With this deﬁnition, since there is a
relevance value rj0 per dataset Dj ∈ D, f (rj0 ) returns the rank of the dataset Dj
with respect to D0 . The results of the recommendation process are given in a
descending order with respect to these ranks.

3

Experiments and Results

In this section, we start by a discussion on the evaluation setting then we proceed
to report on the experiments conducted in support of the proposed recommendation method.
3.1

Evaluation Framework

The quality of the outcome of a recommendation process can be evaluated along
a number of dimensions. Ricci et al. [12] provide a large review of recommender
system evaluation techniques and cite three common types of experiments: (i)
oﬄine setting, where recommendation approaches are compared without user
interaction, (ii) user studies, where a small group of subjects experiment with
the system and report on the experience, and (iii) online experiments, where real
user populations interact with the system.
In our approach, we assume that the dataset connectivity behavior when data
were collected (i.e., steps 1, 2 and 3 in Fig. 2) is similar enough to the proﬁle
connectivity behavior when the recommender system is deployed (i.e., step 4 in
Fig. 2), so that we can make reliable decisions based on an oﬄine evaluation.
The oﬄine experiment is performed by using pre-collected data as evaluation
data (ED). Using these data, we can simulate the proﬁles connectivity behavior
that impacts the recommendation results.
The most straightforward, although not unproblematic (see the discussion
that follows below) choice of ED for the entity linking recommendation task is the
existing link topology of the current version of links between web datasets. Since
this evaluation data are the only available data that we have for both training
(our preprocessing steps 1, 2 and 3 in Fig. 2) and testing (the actual recommendation in step 4 of Fig. 2), we opted for a 5-fold cross-validation [13] to evaluate
the eﬀectiveness of the recommendation system. In 5-fold cross-validation, the
ED was randomly split into two subsets: the ﬁrst one, containing random 80 % of
the linked datasets in the ED, was used as training set while the second one, containing the remaining linked datasets (i.e., random 20 % of the ED), was retained
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as the validation data for tests (i.e., the test set). We repeated these experiments
ﬁve times changing at each time the 20 % representing the test set in order to
cover 100 % of the whole data space. The evaluation is based on the capacity of
our system to reconstruct the links from the ED in the recommendation process.
The most common measures of the eﬃciency of a recommendation system are
Precision, Recall and F1-Score, formalized as functions of the true positives (TP),
false positives (FP), true negatives (TN) and false negatives (FN) as follows.
Pr =

TP
;
TP + FP

Re =

TP
;
TP + FN

F1 =

2T P
.
2T P + F N + F P

(5)

In addition, [12] present a measure of the false positive overestimation, particularly important in our oﬄine evaluation case:
F alseP ositiveRate =

FP
.
FP + TN

(6)

A small value of the false positive rate means that every time you call a
positive, you have a high probability of being right. Conversely, a high value of
the false positive rate means that every time you call a positive, you have a high
probability of being wrong.
3.2

Experimental Setup

Since our recommendation is based on the connectivity of the D graph as well
as the topic profiles of indexed datasets, the Linked Open Data (LOD) [1] is
clearly our best use case to experiment our recommendation. As a topic modeling approach, we adopt the dataset proﬁles index provided by [4] since it generates
accurate proﬁles and outperforms established topic modeling approaches such as
ones based on the well known Latent Dirichlet Allocation3 . Using the topic proﬁles approach from [4] it is easy to produce a weighted bipartite graph as described
in 1, where datasets and topics represent the nodes, related through weighted
edges, indicating the relevance of a topic for a speciﬁc dataset. A dataset proﬁle
is represented through topics, which in this case are DBpedia categories4 derived
through a processing pipeline5 analyzing representative resource samples from speciﬁc datasets. For example, the T proﬁle of the Semantic Web Dog Food Corpus6
dataset includes the following DBpedia categories: Data management, Semantic
Web, Information retrieval, World Wide Web Consortium standards, etc..
In the following, we distinguish between the set D of datasets in the entire
LOD and the datasets indexed by the proﬁling approach [4], denoted by D .
Explicitly, we consider:

3
4
5
6

http://mallet.cs.umass.edu/.
dbpedia.org/page/Category.
http://data-observatory.org/lod-proﬁles/proﬁling.htm.
http://data.semanticweb.org/.
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– D: All datasets in the LOD cloud group on the Data Hub7 , which will be
considered as target datasets (to be recommended) in the testing set, |D| =
258.
– D : All the datasets indexed by the topics proﬁles graph8 , which will be considered as source datasets (to be linked) in the testing set, |D | = 76 and
|D | ⊂ |D|.

Fig. 3. Recall/Precision/F1-Score over all recommendation lists for all source datasets
in D and all target datasets in D.

We trained our system as described in steps 1, 2 and 3 in Fig. 2. We started by
extracting the topic proﬁles graph from the available endpoint of Data Observatory9 . Then we extracted VoID descriptions of all LOD datasets, using the
datahub2void tool10 . The constituted evaluation data (ED) corresponds to
the outgoing and incoming links extracted from the generated VoID ﬁle (it is
made available on http://www.lirmm.fr/benelleﬁ/void.ttl).
Note that in the training set we used the actual values of VoID:triples
(see Sect. 1) to compute dataset connectivity, while in the test set we considered
binary values (two datasets from the evaluation data are either linked or not).
For example, shared(tip, linkedgeodata) = 6, so in the training set we considered
7
8
9
10

http://datahub.io/group/lodcloud.
http://data-observatory.org/lod-proﬁles/proﬁle-explorer/.
http://data-observatory.org/lod-proﬁles/sparql.
https://github.com/lod-cloud/datahub2void.
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6 as the number of links in Eq. (1), while in the test set we only consider the
information that tip is connected to linkedgeodata and vice versa. Training is
performed only once.
3.3

Results and Analysis

We ran our recommendation workﬂow as described in step 4 in Fig. 2. Using
5-fold cross-validation, for each dataset in D , we recommended an ordered list
of datasets from D. The results are given in Fig. 3.
The results show a high average recall of up to 81 %. Note that the recommendation results for 59 % of the source datasets have a recall of 100 % and two
of them have an F1-score of 100 %. As mentioned in Sect. 3.2, we considered only
the binary information of the existence of a link in the LOD as evaluation data
in the testing set. This simpliﬁcation has been adopted due to the diﬃculty of
retrieving all actual links in the LOD graph (implying the application of heavy
instance matching or data linking algorithms on a very large scale). Certainly,
the explicit currently existing links are only a useful measure for recall, but not
for precision. In our experiments, we measured an average precision of 19 %. We
explain that by the fact that the amount of explicitly declared links in the LOD
cloud as ED is certain but far from being complete to be considered as ground
truth. Subsequently, we are forced to assume that the false positive items would
have not been used even if they had been recommended, i.e., that they are uninteresting or useless to the user. For this reason, based on our evaluation data, a
large amount of false positives occur, which in reality are likely to be relevant
recommendations. In order to rate this error, we calculated the false positive
rate over all results, shown in the Fig. 4. The small values of this rate indicate
that every time you call a positive, you have a probability of being right, which
provide support to our hypothesis with an average FP-Rate of 13 %.
To further illustrate the eﬀect of false positives overestimation, we included
in the ED new dataset links based on the shared keywords of the datasets.
Precisely, if two datasets share more then 80 % of their VoID tags, they are
considered as linked, and are added to the ED. For example, linkedgeodata is
connected to 4 datasets in the main ED: osm-semantic-network, dbpedia, tip et
dbpedia-el. However, we found that linkedgeodata shared more than 80 % of its
tags with fu-berlin-eurostat and twarql 11 . By adding both links to the original
ED, we noted a gain in precision of 5 % for the linkedgeodata dataset with no
impact on recall. Thus, we believe that our system can perform much better on
more complete ED.
The current version of the topic dataset proﬁle graph from [4] contains 76
datasets and 185 392 topics. Working with this already annotated subset of existing datasets is not suﬃcient and limited the scope of our recommendations significantly. In addition, the number of the proﬁled datasets, compared to the number
11

Example: linkedgeodata has 11 tags and twarql has 9 tags. We considered as connected since they shared 8 tags which is higher than the 80 % of the average amount,
i.e., 8 < (0.8 ∗ (11 + 9)/2).
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of topics is very small, which in turn appeared to be problematic in the recommendation process due to the high degree of topic diversity leading to a lack of discriminability. One way of approaching this problem would be to index all LOD datasets
by applying the original proﬁling algorithm [4]. However, given the complexity
of this processing pipeline—consisting of resource sampling, analysis, entity and
topic extraction for a large amount of resources—it is not eﬃcient enough, specifically given the constant evolution of Web data, calling for frequent re-annotation
of datasets. Also we note that this proﬁles propagation technique can be of interest
for any dataset proﬁle-based application, providing an inexpensive way of computing a proﬁle of an arbitrary dataset. As one of the original contributions of
this paper, the preprocessing step in our recommendation pipeline can be seen as
an eﬃcient method for automatic expansion of the initial proﬁles index over the
entire linked open data space based on dataset connectivity measures.

Fig. 4. False positive rates over all recommendation lists over all D datasets.

The main goal of a recommender system is to reduce the cost of identifying
candidate datasets for the interlinking task. Some systems may provide recommendations with high quality in terms of both precision and recall, but only
over a small portion of datasets (as is the case in [14]). We obtain high recall
values for the majority of datasets over the entire set of LOD datasets with a
price to pay of having relatively low precision. Here, low precision/high recall
systems still oﬀer signiﬁcant contributions by narrowing the size of the search
space. Therefore, we highlight the eﬃciency of our system in reducing the search
space size. Figure 5 depicts the reduction of the original search space size (258
datasets) in percentage over all source datasets to be linked. The average space
size reduction is of up to 86 %.
As mentioned previously, our system can cover 100 % of the available linked
datasets, since the topics-datasets proﬁling approach [4] as well as our proﬁle
expansion approach presented in Sect. 2.2 are able to proﬁle any arbitrary dataset.
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Fig. 5. Search space reduction in percent over all recommended sets and over all D
datasets.

Our system is also capable of dealing with the well-known cold-start problem
(handling correctly newly published and unlinked datasets), since not linked
datasets are handled by using the indexing technique in [4], which does not
rely on dataset connectivity. Based on the learning step, our system is able to
recommend a sorted list of candidate datasets to these not linked datasets.
3.4

Baselines and Comparison

To the best of our knowledge, there does not exist a common benchmark for
dataset interlinking recommendation. One of the contributions of this paper is
the provision of three simple baseline approaches for this problem. Given two
datasets, D0 and Dj , we deﬁne the following baseline recommendation methods.

Fig. 6. F1-Score values of our approach
versus the baselines overall D datasets.

Fig. 7. Recall values of our approach
versus the baselines overall D datasets.
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Shared Keywords Recommendation: if D0 and Dj share Ntags of VoID:Tags
extracted from http://www.lirmm.fr/benelleﬁ/void.ttl with Ntags > 0, then
we recommend (Dj , Ntags ) to Di , where Ntags acts as a rank score.
Shared Links Recommendation: if D0 and Dj have Nlinks connected datasets
in common from http://www.lirmm.fr/benelleﬁ/void.ttl with Nlinksets > 0,
then we recommend (Dj , Nlinks ) to D0 , where Nlinks acts as a rank score.
Shared Topics Recommendation: if D0 and Dj share Ntopics topics extracted
from http://data-observatory.org/lod-proﬁles/sparql with Ntopics > 0, then
we recommend (Dj , Ntopics ) to D0 , where Ntopics acts as a rank score.
The recommendation results for all LOD datasets (D0 covering D) of the
three baseline approaches are made available on http://www.lirmm.fr/benelleﬁ/
Baselines.rar.
Table 1. Average precision, recall and F1-score of our system versus the baselines over
all D datasets based on the ED.
Our approach Shared keywords Shared linksets Shared topics profiles
AVG Precision 19 %

9%

9%

3%

81 %

47 %

11 %

13 %

AVG F1-Score 24 %

10 %

8%

4%

AVG Recall

Figures 6 and 7, respectively, depict detailed comparisons of the F1-Score and
the Recall values between our approach and the baselines over all D datasets
taken as source datasets. From these ﬁgures, it can be seen that our method
largely outperforms the baseline approaches, which even fail to provide any
results at all for some datasets. The baseline approaches have produced better results than our system in a limited number of cases, especially for source
and target datasets having the same publisher. For example, the shared keywords baseline generated an F-Score of 100 % on oceandrilling-janusamp, which
is connected to * oceandrilling-codices, due to the fact that these two datasets
are tagged by the same provenance (data.oceandrilling.org).
Table 1 compares the performance of our approach to the three baseline methods in terms of average precision, recall and F1-score.
As a general conclusion, these observations indicate that the collaborative
ﬁltering-like recommendation approach, which exploits both existing dataset
proﬁles as well as traditional dataset connectivity measures, shows high performance on identifying candidate datasets for the interlinking task. We make
all of the ranking results of our recommendation approach available to the community on http://www.lirmm.fr/benelleﬁ/results.csv.

4

Related Work

With respect to ﬁnding relevant datasets on the Web, we cite brieﬂy several
studies on discovering relevant datasets for query answering have been proposed.
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Based on well-known data mining strategies, the works in [15] and [16] present
techniques to ﬁnd relevant datasets, which oﬀer contextual information corresponding to the user queries. A used feedback-based approach to incrementally
identify new datasets for domain-speciﬁc linked data applications is proposed
in [17]. User feedback is used as a way to assess the relevance of the candidate
datasets.
In the following, we cite approaches that have been devised for the datasets
interlinking candidates recommendation task and which are directly relevant to
our work.
Nikolov and d’Aquin [18] propose a keyword-based search approach to identify candidate sources for data linking. The approach consists of two steps: (i)
searching for potentially relevant entities in other datasets using as keywords
randomly selected instances over the literals in the source dataset, and (ii) ﬁltering out irrelevant datasets by measuring semantic concept similarities obtained
by applying ontology matching techniques.
Leme et al. [14] present a ranking method for datasets with respect to their
relevance for the interlinking task. The ranking is based on Bayesian criteria and
on the popularity of the datasets, which aﬀects the generality of the approach
(cf. the cold-start problem discussed previously). The authors extend this work
and overcome this drawback in [9] by exploring the correlation between diﬀerent
sets of features—properties, classes and vocabularies— and the links to compute
new rank score functions for all the available linked datasets.
Mehdi et al. [19] propose a method to automatically identify relevant public
SPARQL endpoints from a list of candidates. First, the process needs as input
a set of domain-speciﬁc keywords which are extracted from a local source or
can be provided manually by an expert. Then, using natural languages processing techniques and queries expansion techniques, the system generates a set of
queries that seek for exact literal matches between the introduced keywords and
the target datasets, i.e., for each term supplied to the algorithm, the system runs
a matching with a set of eight queries: {original-case, proper-case, lower-case,
upper-case} * {no-lang-tag, @en-tag}. Finally, the produced output consists of
a list of potentially relevant SPARQL endpoints of datasets for linking. In addition, an interesting contribution of this technique is the bindings returned for
the subject and predicate query variables, which are recorded and logged when
a term match is found on some particular SPARQL endpoint. The records are
particularly useful in the linking step.
In contrast to the approaches described above, our method is the ﬁrst to be
based on topic overlap and collaborative ﬁltering. To the best of our knowledge,
the current paper is also the ﬁrst study to provide simple baseline recommendation techniques that can serve as a benchmark (cf. Sect. 3.4).
In comparison with all the work discussed above, our approach has the potential to overcome a series of complexity related problems. Precisely, considering
the complexity to generate the matching in [18], to produce the set of domainspeciﬁc keywords as input in [19] and to explore the set of features of all the
network datasets in [9], our recommendation results are much easier to obtain
since we only manipulate the already generated topic proﬁles (or inexpensively
propagated proﬁles).
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Since the majority of used datasets in the papers discussed above were not
yet indexed by the topic proﬁles graph, a direct comparison of the performance of
the diﬀerent recommendation methods to our system seems unfair. In addition,
none of the authors have shared data, except for [9]. However, the evaluation of
this approach in its ﬁrst version [14] concludes on one dataset only. In its second
version [9], while they provide the data used in their experiments, the authors
do not give details on the resulting rank scores.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented an interlinking candidate dataset recommendation approach,
based on the connectivity behavior learning of topic-proﬁles datasets. We demonstrate that our technique allows to reduce considerably the original search space
and that it outperforms the results obtained by three baseline recommendation
approaches, developed for the purposes of this study and made available to the
community. Since dataset topic proﬁling is a key component in the recommendation pipeline, we show a simple way of propagating dataset proﬁles to the
entire set of linked open datasets, starting oﬀ with a limited number of proﬁled
datasets.
In the future, we plan to improve the evaluation framework by developing
a more reliable and complete ground truth for dataset recommendation, possibly by using crowdsourcing techniques, in order to deal with the false positives
overestimation problem. Our method could potentially beneﬁt from combining
it with machine learning techniques. We plan to conduct a thorough evaluation
of the eﬃciency of our proﬁles propagation technique for the dataset recommendation task.
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